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lntrodroduction

The subject of this . terminal project is the design of West-Oak
High School, located between the communities of Westminster and
Oakway in Oconee County, South Carolina.

This project was

undertaken with the permission of the Oconee County School Board
and with the cooperation of Piedmont Engineers, Architects & Planners,
designers of the actual facility.
The high school was chosen for the design problem because it is
well representative of the full range of educational facilities
as a building type.

Looking forward to professional practice,

educational facilities are one type of design challenge that the
writer expects to encounter.

This particular school is a large

one; projected ultimate enrollment is 1500 students.
of contemporary schools, the program is complex.
therefore, on the total scheme.

As is typical

Emphasis is placed,

Detailed development of such

specialized spaces as the auditorium and gymnasium has been considered
beyond the scope of the project.

Overall, West -Oak High School has

been a challenging and rewarding design exercise.

Background

7

Oconee County
High Schools=
General Needs

All Oconee County public schools are operated by the Oconee County
School District.

There are presently 22 public schools in use

throughout the county.

Five of these are high schools:

Tamasee-

Salem High, Walhalla Senior High, Seneca Senior High, Westminster
High and Oakway High.
Statistics show that on a state wide level, the number of public schools,
and particularly secondary schools, has been dramatically decreasing
through the past two decades.
1)

This is due to three major factors:

The trend toward consolidating schools at the upper levels to

improve facility quality and racial balance; 2) A tremendous growth
in private school enrollment; 3) A small decrease in total public
school enrollment.
As yet, none of these three factors has significantly affected
Oconee County.

Student population has continued to grow and there

are only two very small private schools.

Such school consolidation

as has taken place has simply compounded the inadequacy of existing
facilities.
In 1972, at the request of the County Superintendent of Education
and the County Board of Trustees, the State Board of Education

8

compiled a report entitled "Oconee County Staff and Building
Needs Study".

The findings in this report were updated and

re-iterated in the 1975 "Community Facilities Plan" for Oconee
County.

Of the five high schools, three were described as

generally insufficient and the others were in some ways inadequate.
Seneca Senior High was built in 1967 with additions made in 1969.
It was constructed to accommodate an enrollment of 900.

By 1975,

it was overcrowded with 1081 students, and plans were already
being discussed for constructing a new high school.

Present

enrollment is 1136.
Westminster High, built in 1956, was originally intended to
accommodate grades 7 and 8.

Because of school consolidation,

it is now crowded with grades 7 through 12.

The 1975 enrollment

was 850, which was then a severe strain on classroom and support
space, as well as the educational program.

The 1980 enrollment

is 860.
Oakway High was found to be similarly inadequate.
school was built in 1922 and expanded twice.
by the elementary school.

The original

The site is shared

In 1975, Oakway High's facilities were

completely insufficient for its 376 students, grades 7 through 12.
The current enrollment is up to 437.

9

The facilities at Walhalla Senior High, built in 1964, were
found to be generally acceptable.

There were, however, some

inadequacies in the vocational, science, and industrial arts
facilities.

The 1975 enrollment of 800 was to its full capacity.

Since then the enrollment has grown to a crowded 872.
Tamassee-Salem High was built in 1957 and shares its cafeteria,
gymnasium, and auditor-ium with the elementary school next door.
The elementary school occupies the original 1941 high school
building.

The main inadequacy of both schools is the common usage

of these support spaces.

Also, the vocational agriculture program

is housed in a separate building which offers less than adequate
classroom and lab space.

Enrollment is up to 280 from 256 in 1975.

In view of the numerous inadequacies of existing high school facilities,
the 1975 "Community Facilities Plan" concluded that, "A study
should be conducted to determine the feasibility of establishing a
comprehensive high school system in Oconee County''.

The result of

such study has been the development of a new high school plan for
the county.

The school district has proposed construction of three

new high schoo 1s to fully accommodate the needs so poorly met by the
five now in use.

10

Seneca Senior High will be replaced by a new Seneca High School
serving grades 9 through 12, with an initial enrollment of 1200
students.

The facilities shall be expandable to accommodate

an ultimate enrollment of 1500.

The Westminster and Oakway

programs will be consolidated in a new West-Oak High School for
1100 students, expandable to 1500, grades 9 through 12.

Similarly,

the other two schools will consolidate into Walhalla-TamasseeSalem High School, of the same size.
West-Oak High School will be constructed first.

The school board

has specified that its design shall serve as the prototype for the
other new schools.

The subject of this project is the design of

this first prototypical facility, West-Oak High School.
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Development
of American
Secodary
Education

Our contemporary high schools are distinctly America,1 in stitutions .
As an integral part of each state's public school system, they make available
practical, vocational and college preparatory training to every young
citizen, regardless of his economic means.

Such was not always the case.

To understand the role of the high school in our society, one must look at
how that role evolved, its recent changes, and current direction.
The development of secondary education in Amer ·ica has been a procession
of three separate institutions.

The Latin grammar school and the academy

are the two which preceded the high school.

Each has been a reflection of

conditions and attitudes of the time in which it flou ris hed.

The effective

periods of the three institutions were roughly 1635 to 1800 for the Latin
grammar school , 1750 to 1890 for the academy, and from 1821 to the present
for the high school. 1
The Founding Fathers of the New England Colonies enacted laws which
fostered the establishment of schools.

They regarded education as a vehicle

for advancing their ideas on religion, social class distinctions and gove r nment.

College education was an essential part of preparation for the

ministry.
1

The important role of secondary schools, therefore, was simply

Clarence Hines, "The Historical Ba ckground of the ,l\merican School"
in The American Seco~dar~ School, Ed. Paul B. Jacobson (New York, 1952),

p. 135.

-;.··-~~~-
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to build upon an elementary background, the gramatic and literary
proficiency required for entrance to colleges of the time.
To fill this role of college preparation, Latin grammar schools,
modeled on those in England, were established in the colonies.

The

first such school in England had been founded in 1510 at St. Paul's
Cathedral in London by John Colet.

At the time of American colonization

there were probably about 500 in operation.
was established in Boston in 1635. 2

The first one in the colonies

With the support of the powerful Puritan church, Latin grammar schools
quickly flourished in other towns.

There were already such schools in

seven or eight little Massachusetts towns by 1647.

That was the year that

an important Massachusetts 1aw required every town of 100 or more fanri 1i es
to set up a grammar school to prepare young men for the university.

Those

in violation paid a heavy fine for the support of the nearest such school
in a neighboring community.

Most of the other New England colonies followed

closely the pattern set by Massachusetts.

Connecticut, New Haven and New
Hampshire all had soon passed identical or similar legislation. 3

2 Wm. M. Alexander and J. Galen Saylor, Modern Secondary Education Basic Principles and Practice (New York, 1965), p. 121.
3 Alexander, p. 124.
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While the homogeneous religious and social order of New England
facilitated the rapid development of a general system of public
supported secondary education, such was not the case in the middle
and southern colonies.

A few Latin grammar schools were established

in the middle colonies notably in New Amsterdam, Annapolis, and
Philadelphia.

Some of these schools offered more practical curriculae

than their New England models.

The principal responsibility of education ,

however, fell upon the various churches, primarily because of the diverse
cross section of religious and national backgrounds within the population. 4
In the South, several factors detered the spread of Latin grammar
schools.

The plantation system resulted in a dispersal of population,

which discouraged the collection of students in public or church supported
schools.

Furthermore, the Anglican church opposed state supported education.

The most important deterant, however, was that the wealth and continental
ties of the planters enabled them to educate their sons abroad. 5
The Latin grammar schools continued as a type through the eighteenth
century, yet its decline began in the early 1700's.
conditions were a major cause.

Changing economic

The rising middle class, the wealthy land

owners, and capitalist merchants sought employees with practical training
in navigation, surveying, and accounting.
4
5

Alexander, p. 125.
Hines, p. 137.

Such courses were not offered

16

by New England's Latin schools.

The "Great Awakening" of the 1730's led

to recognition of numerous religious denominations in America, and the
influence of the Puritans and Anglicans waned.

The people of that

generation, children and grandchildren of early immigrants, were less
influenced by ideas of education from the old world.

The New England

population was dispersing from its towns and needed more separate and
diverse schools.

Unable to adapt its rigid curriculum to these changing

conditions, and lacking adequate public support, the Latin gra~nar school
gave way to the academy. 6
The academy made its formal entrance in 1751 when Benjamin Franklin
founded his "Academy and Charitable School" in Philadelphia.

A few

private schools of similar nature, however, had operated in large cities
as early as the 1720's.· Academies varied significantly from the Latin
grammar schools.

They were privately financed and offered a variety of

practical courses from which each student might choose those which
interested him.

Although most offered instruction in Latin or Greek,

the curriculum was not dictated by college entrance requirements.

Academies

filled the needs of students seeking jobs in private businesses and
civil service, as well as the few preparing for college.
6

Hines, pp. 141-142.

Emphasis was on
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the English language, American history, and scientific and mathematical
disciplines ignored by Latin schools. 7
Some academies were church supported, particularly in the middle
and southern states.

Here were many Scotch and Scotch-Irish immigrants

whose well educated Presbyterian ministers began many of the best early
academies.

At the same time, the fact that many academies were independent

of church support helped free secondary education of sectarian ties.
Some benefited from partial funding by state governments.

Though the

academies were never really public, this helped strengthen the concept of
public support of secondary education. 8
An important achievement of the academies was the broadening of
educational opportunities.

Because of the variety of courses offered,

they were tremendously popular.

Many accepted girls into their enrollments.

At the height of their popularity, there were over 6,085 academies in
the states, with 263,096 pupils.

Yet, by gradually displacing the Latin

grammar school, the academy contributed to the elimination of secondary
educational opportunities for those unable to afford them privately.

The

exclusiveness of the academy was the element which eventually led to its
displacement by a more democratic institution, the public high school.
7

Alexander, p. 129.

8

Hines, p. 145.
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The first American public high school was established in Boston
in 1821, while many Latin grammar schools and academies were still in
existence.

On January 15, a report was adopted at a Boston town

meeting outlining the need for the school and the curriculum to be
offered.

It is clear that the School Committee found the public

elementary school insufficient.
little learning.

It devoted too much time to too

They were also unhappy that many children were sent

away from home to private academies to obtain instruction not available
in public schools.

Thus, the rationale for this new high school and

the many that soon followed, was to make the advantages of the academy
available to youth generally, without the need of distant travel and
great expense. 9
The School Committee report stipulated that the school would be
called the English Classical School.

Within a few years, however, the

school had been renamed the English "High School", and it was by that
name that this new type of school became known as it spread through the
country.

The proliferation of practical and techni cal secondary edu cation

for the common classes is a reflection of new political attitudes of the
mid 1800's.
Union.

Manhood suffrage was established in nearly every state of the

With suffrage came the realization that general education for the

9 David B. Bidna and Robert O. Hahn, Secondary Education - Origins
and Directions (New York, 1966), pp. 62-63.
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masses was an absolute necessity if we were to successfully and
responsibly govern ourselves. lO

However, the private academy remained

more or less in its ascendancy until after the war between the states.
In 1806 a monitorial system of instruction developed in England
by Joseph Lancaster, was introduced in the states.

It was a highly

organized, low cost approach to mass education, which has served as a
basic model for public schools for 175 years.

Though there were no

formally graded and self-contained classes in Lancastrian schools, the
schoolmaster was assisted by several tutors who instructed groups of
students according to their level of achievement.

The Lancastrian

method was, then, the precursor of the graded system in which "a batch
11
of students [is] fastened to a teacher, in a box".
The first fully graded school in the U. S. was begun in Boston in
1848.

The "Quincy Grammar School" separated pupils into enclosed class-

rooms according to their ages and achievements.

In the now familiar

system, students progressed to the next higher grade as they mastered
the skills taught in each.

This type of organization was soon instituted

in public schools throughout the nation and stood unchallenged for over
a hundred years.
10

Hines, p. 149.

11

Robert Propst, l:!:!_gh School:

1972), p. 11.

The Process and the Place (New York,

20

Although Lancaster had shown that the cost of education need not
be great, some taxpayers were not yet supportive of public high schools.
Finally, in 1872 the famous Kalamazoo decision firmly established the
principle of state supported schools with tax revenues.

Thomas M. Cooley,

Chief Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court, clearly recognized, in his
decision, the right of the school district to establish a high school.
He further found that there was no constitutional limit to what instruction
the schools might offer at public expense. 12
Although originally conceived ''more as a people's college'', than as
preparation for university study, by 1880 the high school was displacing
the academy as a stepping stone to college.

From about 1890-1920 public

high schools experienced tremendous growth.

By the 1920's 9/10 of secondary

school students attended high schools.

Educators were realizing that

their public high schools must meet the needs of a tremendous variety of
students. 13
The 1893 report by the Committee of Ten, created under the auspice s
of the National Council of Education, made an important effort at defining
the basic function of American secondary schools.

The committee stated

that the primary purpose of high schools was "to prepare for the duties
12

Bidna, p. 78.

13

Hines, p. 156.
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of life" those children "whose education is not to be pursued beyond
the secondary school' 14 The preparation of students for college
1

•

was considered a compatible, but incidental, secondary purpose.
The Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education stated in
a 1918 report seven "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education":
1.

Hea 1th

2.

Command of fundamental processes

3.

Worthy home-membership

4.

Vocation

5.

Citizenship

6.

Worthy use of leisure
15
Ethical character

7.

These,then, were basic purposes to be achieved by our high schools .
The fundamental pattern of American education had taken shape,
and the role of the high school was clear.
to all, regardless of station or means.

It should offer opportunities

It should mold the students into

healthy, well adjusted individuals.

It must also offer both vocational

and college preparatory instruction.

Yet, for all the proclamations of

admirable goals, the high school had not yet reached its definitive form.
14 ''Report of the Committee on Secondary School Studies Appointed
at the Meeting of the National Education Association, July 1892''
(Washington, 1893), pp. 51-52.
15 (Washington, 1918), pp. 10-11.
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High Schools

The typical school program of the mid-twentieth century was still

1n a Changing

largely based on the old Lancastrian example.

The high school curriculum

World

was often quite similar to that of a nineteenth century academy.

The

numbered grades through which students progressed were still much the
same as those at Quincy grammar school had been in 1848.
After World War II, numerous social and economic conditions started
to change with dizzying speed.

Many external factors began to obsolesce

the methods used in the classroom.

The students themselves were very

different from those for whom our school systems had been designed.

By

the late sixties it was clear that there was a critical need for a new
direction in public education, a need to respond to the ongoing revolution beyond the walls of the classroom.
Among those changes affecting education are the technological
advances.

The impact of television on the character of our youth is

immeasurable.

By the time they finish high school, today's teenagers
16
have spent more time before the television than in the classroom.
They
know the President of the United States better than they know their own
town's mayor.
authority.

16

This may have done much to erode their respect for local

All the advances in mass communication; television, film,

Propst, p. 25.
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telephones, computer graphics, have a great potential for use in
education.

In recent years this has been explored in public schools

at all levels.
Since the wealth of information available through traditional
library sources and new mass media is obviously of a scope beyond the
command of the individual, educators realize that schools can no longer
produce "completely" educated individuals.

The mass media is in

constant competition with traditional information sources for the
individual's attention.

The school's greatest task, therefore, may

soon be simply to help the student become a responsible and discriminating
consumer of the numerous media available.

Educators have already made

a very positive response to these conditions.

In many schools of the

last decade, the traditional library has been displaced by the educational
media center, where books are just one of many information sources used
by students.
There is another source of learning that further competes with the
classroom experience and the mass media:

travel.

Modern advances in

transportation, particularly the automobile, combined with the large
degree of autonomy, and considerable spending power of average American
teenagers, yield opportunities for them to move freely about their
community, travel extensively in this country, or even visit other lands.

24

Kenneth Keniston has discovered

"that motion and change - sheer

movement - have by themselves become goals for young people; that
they fear stasis, viewing it as a trap, and see immobilization . .
17
as equal to death 11 •
Recognizing this, some schools have designed
programs where by students may move freely and actively about within
the school, or within the community.
Another advance which may have a greater eventual impact on
education than the new mass media or our great mobility, is computer
technology.

Computers are being used to store, organize and interpret

data never before recorded.

We are not only using computers to educate

people, but we are educating people to use computers.
The biggest effect of computers on education will likely be their
utilization as tutors.

Consider the example of the pocket calculator.

It rendered the slide rule obsolete almost overnight.

It is "millions

of times more accurate and scores of times swifter . . . and now it
actually costs less.

It is as if we'd jumped overnight from bullock
18
carts to the Concorde - and the Concorde was cheaper".
Already products are being marketed which incorporate this technology to teach young children spelling and arithmetic.
17

More sophisticated

Ruth Weinstock, The Greening of the High School (New York, 1973), p. 77.

18 Arthur C. Clarke, "Electronic Tutors", Omni, June 1980, p. 77.
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versions will certainly soon appear to tutor algebra and grammar.
Arthur C. Clark has written that, "Education is about to undergo a
revolution unequaled since Gutenberg's movable type".

He foresees,

in our near future, small book-sized "libraries" which will be
capable of instructing and quizzing the user in whatever subject
19
is selected.
As such devices become increasingly portable and
affordable, they will do much to move education, especially secondary
education, beyond the confines of the school.
It is not just the outside world that has changed.

The users of

our high schools are not quite the same as people of preceeding gener ations were at the same age.
differences.

There are definite physical and biological

We know that in Bach's time members of a boys chorus

generally stopped singing soprano at the age of eighteen.

The average

age of voice change in today's young men is thirteen or fourteen.

At

the turn of this century young men stopped growing at about 26 years of
age.

Now men are fully grown at 17 or 18.

For young girls, the average
age of menarche now begins 2-5 years earlier than in the past. 20
Perhaps more significant than their physical maturity are the
sociological distinctions of today's teenagers.
19

Clarke, p. 77.

20

Weinstock, p. 19.

They are more info rmed
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and more experienced at younger ages than any before them.

They drive

· cars and motorcycles, enjoy greater buying power and a great deal of
autonomy.

After WWII, U.S. population "boomed".

When the "baby boom"

generation matured in the 1960's, the result was a new youth-oriented
society.

Teenagers began and continued to initiate major trends in

dress, food, music, dance and lifestyles.
government by voting at the age of 18.

They now participate in our

In some states they can also

enter legally binding contracts, purchase alcoholic beverages, and even
· ht een. 21
marry w,"th ou t paren t a 1 consen t a t age e,g
They gain sexual experience earlier than preceeding generations.
Among unmarried girls, according to 1973 figures, more than one fourth
are not virgins by the time they are of an age to graduate from high school.
There are some 2,000,000 pregnancies among high school age girls every
year, and more than twice as many illegitimate births as in 1940.
over one fourth of high school age females were married. 22

In 1973,

The major thrust of these facts is that our youth "aren't as young
as th ey use d t o be 11 . 23

They are no longer well served by programs designed

for a different kind of teenager.

Educators participating in a 1972

symposium at Washington, unanimously agreed that the most critical need
21

Weinstock, pp. 15-16.

22

Weinstock, p. 19.

23

Weinstock, p. 19.
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in secondary education was the "dejuvenilizing" of high schools.
This applies not only to the educational program, but to planning
the facilities to accommodate them.

They sought ways in which both

programs and their settings could be "opened, individualized and
dispersed, but still provide a sense of community 24
11

•

The late sixties and seventies saw a procession of new school ideas
put to practice.

In various locales, "free schools", "alternate schools",

and "experimental schools" were established for every level of education.
They found better reception and had greater impact at the elementary
level.

Secondary educators seemed to particularly resist such innovation.

One idea, however, that found some acceptance in high school programs,
as well as at the lower grades, was the "open school".

Characteristically,

an open school is one in which both the educational program and the built
facility are less restrictive of the students than traditional selfcontained classrooms.

Such a program emphasizes the individuality of

each student by allowing him to pursue his interests in a self-determined
series of learning experiences.
Even though much of his study might be done independently and at his own
pace, the student in an open school would generally also be involved in
24

Weinstock, pp. 9 & 21.
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large group activities.

He would, indeed, share a common space with

all the other students.

Such a program is thought by many to be

particularly stimulating and conducing to learning.

Most importantly

it offers a more natural social environment than that of the traditional
school.
The planners of open schools realize that education is a fast changing
process, and that flexibility is a necessity; next year the program may
be different.

In five years, it must be different.

In fifteen years the

school may not even be ·needed.
Open schools, however, have not brought entirely positive response from the
users and their parents.

Many of the problems are in short comings of

the facilities in which they have been housed, but others are more fundamental.

Some would question whether open schools are as stimulating as

they are distracting to the student's mind.

Perhaps the informal structure

is not so conducive to effective progress as a more closely supervised
approach.

Finally, some would criticize the loss of the intimate learning

environment.

No doubt, some young people feel freer to be themselves in a

small group than in the "fish bowl" of an open school.
Yet as the eighties begin, we can recognize a new trend in school programs.
That is the effort to take the lessons learned from the free schools and

29

open schools and incorporate their best qualities into the mainstream
of education.

The current direction is to departmentalize the whole

school into several smaller divisions.

These are sometimes called

mini-schools, sub-schools, academic houses, or pods.

Within each

".house" each student enjoys group membership with other students of
the same grade or, as is more often the case in high schools, those
studying the same subject.

The limits of each house are well defined

and solid, lending each a degree of autonomy.
there is a great amount of flexibility.

Yet within the house,

It is in effect, a compromise

between the traditionally organized school and the radical departure
of open schools.
Other trends in secondary education indicate increased sensitivity to
student needs.

Educators are tending toward more varied learning

experiences for young people.

Team teaching recognizes that teachers

don't always work best alone.

Students themselves are being used more

extensively as tutors.

The number of teachers, size of student group,

the opportunity for students to play varying roles in the learning
process, and the possibility of greatly manipulating their settings are
all now seen as enriching variables within the high school.

30

In general, secondary schools of the last ten or fifteen years have
reflected the desire of educators to respond positively to our changing
world.

They incorporate the new media and recognize the importance of

student mobility and individuality.

They accept the burden of providing

a healthy school environment for the development of early maturing
teenagers.

Yet, our schools have not, and should not, abandon those

objectives, such as vocation, citizenship, and command of fundamental
processes that were set early in this century.

Finally, they are recog-

nizing the biggest challenge of all, the technology that may eventually
render the whole system obsolete.

31

Schools as a
Building Type

The development of buildings for education follows closely the
development of educational programs.

It likewise reflects changes

in the attitudes and priorities of American society.

From simple

..

beginnings, school buildings have grown in complexity as the demands
upon the programs they house have increased.
The first American school buildings were the simple one room schoolhouses
of Colonial times.

They were typically small wooden structures poorly

heated by wood burning stoves.
far inadequate.

Lighting and ventilation were generally

Few offered any sanitary facilities.

seated upon backless wooden benches.

Students were

No thought was given to comfort.

Yet, for a while, such school houses filled the needs of our agrarian
. 1 soc,e
. t y. 25
co l on,a

In 1806, when Lancaster's highly efficient mass education program was
imported from England, the one room school house was simply expanded
to accommodate the larger enrollment.

In a single space, as many as

500 might be seated upon rows and rows of benches facing the teacher's
platform.

Although Lancastrian schools exerted long lasting influence,

their original form, with classes of hundreds, lasted only a few decades. 26
25 Council of Educational Facility Planners, International (CEFP),
Guide for Planning Educational Facilities, (Columbus, Ohio, 1976) p.A- 2.
26 C.E.F.P. p. A-3.
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By the 1840's, population growth in eastern cities created the
demand for multi-roomed buildings to accommodate graded schools .
The next fifty to sixty years produced some improvements in these
facilities.

Construction quality was upgraded; brick and stone replaced

wood as the predominate building material.

The uncomfortable benches

of earlier schools were replaced by individual desks of appropriate
sizes.

Centralized heating systems replaced wood stoves and some

recreational facilities were added.

These improvements indicate the

educators' and the public's increasing awareness that learning would
be f ac,· 11. t a t ed bya be tt er se tt.1ng. 27
The nineteenth century's multi-story schoolhouses, however, still left
much to be desired.

For compactness and security, most were designed by

simply stacking up spaces not unlike those in the earlier one room schools.
There were gross short-comings in fire safety, lighting, and ventilation.
The school buildings, like the programs they housed, were highly insti tutional and inflexible.

Students were confined to a single room for

the entire school day.
An important consideration in these schools was image.

They always displayed

facades of a style thought appropriate to their educational function.
familiar "collegiate Gothic" was one of several such styles employed in
27 C.E.F.P. p. A-3.

The
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schoolhouses designed to impress the adult, rather than best fill
the students' needs.
In the late 1800's, high schools became a part of the public school
system.

From the beginning, public high schools included a variety

of functions not well met by ordinary classrooms.

Vocational education,

physical education, and science studies all needed special spaces.
As Victorian decorations were dropped from their facades, the early
schools of this century gradually became more functional, if no more
flexible, than those before them.
After World War I, as our economy and industry expanded, school systems
grew.

In the 1930's our federal government became involved in finan cing

school construction.

It was during this time that the first real challenge

to the conventional rank and file of classrooms appeared.
The challenge came from schools, built in California, in which classrooms
were arranged in parallel single story wings, separated by open courts and
connected by covered walks.

Often called a 11 fingerplan 11 , such a scheme

offered a number of advantages:

11

the possibility of cheaper materials

and lightweight construction, adaptability to change, easy growth, and
an 'honestly functional appearance that was thought to be less awe-inspiring
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and more friendly to children. 11128

It proved to be decidely economical

and became the prototype for schools all over the country in the 1950's.
Throughout the fifties improvements were made to the classroom, especially
in day lighting and ventilation.

Schools were efficiently and functionally

planned, with much att~ntion given to students' safety and comfort.
One short-coming was that the fingerplan schools were so decentralized
that teachers became isolated from administration.

This caused some

security and discipline problems.
The progress in school design was accompanied in the fifties and early
sixties by numerous school reforms.

Yet these reforms were aimed more

at school organization and administration than the essential nature of
instruction,

so the conventional 24' by 36' classroom was yet unchallenged.

Finally, that challenge came from the Educational Facilities Laboratories.
Their reports on innovative school designs had a tremendous impact on
public schools.

From the late sixties through the seventies, Ed. Fae.

Labs and many · leading educators expounded the virtues of new construction
and teaching methods, educational television and open plan schools.
Open plan schools were characterized by "more amorphous loosely defined,
flexible carpeted spaces, featuring air conditioning, better acoustic
28

"Evolution of a Traditional Building Type - The School",
Architectural Record, 4 (1977)p. 125.
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and lighting, and audio-visual equipment

11
•

29 They were a new setting

for the innovative, informally structured educational programs.
Unfortunately, all open plan schools did not live up to their advocates'
expectations.
The greatest problem in many open plan schools is circulation.

If

the learning spaces themselves are loosely defined, they are obviously
not fully isolated from the noise and distraction of passers-by.
Circulation, therefore, must be carefully planned so that traffic between
areas does not significantly interfere with the quieter learning spaces.
Open plans work well for certain educational programs:

those based on

self-determined individual study or otherwise informally structured.
Yet, their visually and acoustically open spaces do not work well for a
conventional departmentalized high school curriculum.

For this reason,

problems may arise when the users do not fully understand or have no
long-lasting enthusiasm about the program for which an open plan was designed.
Although boasting great short-term flexibility, some open plans might never
successfully be solidly subdivided.
Fortunately, a new type of school building seems to be emerging, one with
the potential to resolve these problems.

It, too, is based on a new trend

in educational programs, academic "houses".
29

"Evolution . . . - The School

11,

p. 125

At the elementary level, an
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academic house is usually a grouping of one or two grades into a
physically distinct and semi-autonomous unit.
a house is usually a subject department.

At the secondary level,

In either case, the whole

school becomes a series of such units clustered about the larger shared
spaces such as the dining area and the media center.
The advantages of organizing the school building in this way are
numerous.

Each house is generally solidly defined by structure.

It

can be of a size that total openess may be offered within its limits
without expensive long spans.

Any degree of short-term or long-term

flexibility may be achieved by the partitions defining individual
classrooms.

The houses are comfortably scaled, offering a fairly

intimate learning environment.

This represents a compromise between

great open spaces and conventional enclosed classrooms.
Major circulation is planned between the houses.

Circulation within

each is limited to access to the spaces it contains.
Most of these schools respond well to the social needs of young people.
The individual classrooms, the solid envelope of the house, the circulation
links, and the large shared spaces offer a variety of conditions in
which students encounter their peers.

The overall scale of schools like

Nauset Regional High and North Philadelphia's William Penn High (see
Case Studies) is more human and less institutional than it would be had
they been planned as very large open spaces.
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Many schools of the last decade have been made compact in form to be
fully and efficiently heated and cooled by mechanical means.

Such

schools are entirely dependent upon mechanical systems to be habitable.
As energy consumption becomes increasingly critical and passive
comfort systems are further refined, such an approach seems questionable.
Some schools of the late sixties, built on tight urban sights, were
designed as virtually windowless envelopes.

Here the users were

"cut off from the outside world in a hermetically sealed learning
environment 30 The rationale is simple enough. This solves some big
11

•

security and maintenance problems and decreases the cost of air conditioning.
Such a school seems an unfortunate response to its surrounding community.
Worse yet, it resorts to total dependence upon artificial light and
mechanical ventilation.
In conclusion, the challenge of planning good schools for the eighties
is clear.

New schools must, of course, be safe and of sound construction.

They should recall the

11

fingerplans

natural lighting and ventilation.

11

of the fifties by providing good

Passive techniques for heating and

cooling must be considered to further reduce dependence upon mechanical
systems.

Schools should be functionally and efficiently planned.

open areas may complement more intimate spaces.
30

"Evolution . . . - ·The School", p. 125.

Some

The variety of space
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should enrich the learning environment.
is a necessity.

Long - term flexibility

Short-term flexibility should be gauged to the

needs of each school program.

Circulation should be carefully

planned to serve, rather than spoil, the learning spaces, and should
recognize the students' desire for mobility.

Finally, high schools

must especially meet the social, as well as academic, needs of their
users.
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Case Studies

Case studies were selected on the basis of several criteria.
The present state-of-the-art in high school planning is represented
by a number of contemporary designs employing classroom clusters
or academic houses.

Nauset Regional High is an outstanding example

of well planned, flexible classroom wings.

William Penn High in

Philadelphia is exceptional for its spatial variety and central
circulation spine.

South Dearborn Community High, an open plan

school, is included as a clear illustration of another planning
consideration:

the separation of purely academic spaces from those

with more public functions.
Not all of these case studies are of academic buildings.

Because

school planning for the BO's must be an energy conscious process,
an investigation was made of solar gain and solar protection techniques
applied to structures beyond residential scale.

Most of these techniques

are rather elaborate and were ultimately deemed impractical for
application in the design of West-Oak High.
little use in extreme weather.

School classrooms see

They are generally unoccupied on cold

winter nights or hot summer days, so massive solar heat storage and
highly sophisticated sun control devices are hard to justify.

Though

simpler techniques were ultimately employed, these energy related case
studies illustrate the variety of approaches which were considered.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Scarborough High School

LOCATION:

Scarborough, Massachusetts

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1976

ARCHITECT:

Earl R. Flansburgh and Associated

CONCEPT:

The main concept was to provide the most efficient container possible
for the programmed spaces, including four "houses" of classrooms and

DESIGN:

various shared spaces.

Architect Flansburgh has said, "If air

conditioning is a given, the plan form assumed by a building can
frequently generate more savings than all other approaches . . . " Hence,
before developing an architectural solution for this school, he investigated several possible basic schemes to find which would be the most
economical to build and the most energy effficient if fully air conditioned.
As a result of this analysis, he chose a square three story scheme that
is also highly efficient in terms of usable space.

The first level contains

special functions such as art, dining, industrial arts, assembly, and
athletics.

Two of the classroom "houses" are on the second floor, with

the instructional media center.

Two more "houses" are on the third floor,

with the science labs.
This seems a rather narrow approach to the problem, based on the assumption that the very most economical and efficient building would be the
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best school.

Such an assumption is very questionable, however the end

product seems to meet other important criteria:

efficiency of internal

circulation, access to exterior walls, and human scale.

It is curious,

however, that a building for such a cool climate as that of Massachusetts
should be dictated by its air conditioning requirements.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

William Penn "magnet" High School

LOCATION:

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

USER VOLUME:

3000

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1970

ARCHITECT:

Mitchell/Giurgola Association

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM:

Independent study, Specialization in field of interest,
Grades 9-12.

SITE:

City block in North Philadelphia

CONCEPT:

Four distinct academic houses are linked to support
spaces and related to a comprehensive, community-wide
education program.

DESIGN:

There are five major activity areas:

administration and special

education, instructional materials center, the academic "houses",
dining/recreation, and the gym/pool facility.

The student moves

individually from library to lab to his own study carrel.

The

size of his circuit increases as he gets older, until he moves
beyond his single school, to one specialized in his field of interest.
Each school in the community would pull in students interested in
its particular forte, hence the term "magnet".
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William Penn High contains 526,000 sq. ft. in four separate
multi-story buildings, linked by pedestrian bridges.

Several major

outdoor spaces are created between the buildings with minor spaces
between the boldly articulated "houses" of classrooms.

Ronaldo

Guirgola has employed a vocabulary of repetitive squares, parallel
and rotated, which is reminiscent of Netsch's field theory, but
not strictly adhering to an overall grid.
CRITIQUE:

This is a highly sophisticated design.

The architect has planned

the resultant exterior spaces as thoughtfully as those inside .
He has considered how one walks around the buildings as well as
through them.
of many scales.

Another strength of this design is the integration
Each classroom is part of a house; each house is

part of the classroom building; the building is part of the school
complex and the whole complex is an i ntegra 1 part of the community.

<1 5

I

I

I

I
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r
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pool
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Cumberland Regional High School

LOCATION:

Seabrook, New Jersey

USER VOLUME:

1600-2000

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1979

ARCHITECT:

Armstrong Jordan Pease

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM:

Emphasis on student-teacher interaction and intimate
educational environments, Grades 9-12.

SITE:

The school is sited on a knoll on a 414 acre plot,
which also accommodates a large lawn, two baseball fields,
a stadium and other athletic facilities.

CONCEPT:

The central concept is that of "house", four of them in all,
each with its own "house master", each offering a 11 four
high school grade levels.

DESIGN:

The school was designed and constructed in 24 months to
alleviate as quickly as possible the overcrowded school conditions
in the district.

The architects employed a fast-track, critical-

path method, to save money and time.

It is designed to be a

series of "schools within a school".

The student spends most

of his time within his own "house" of classrooms, moving beyond
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its confines only to such special places as the music room and
library.

Two of the semi-autonomous "houses" are on the left side

of the lower floor plan.

Two others are above, on the upper floor.

All other spaces are shared by all four.

Dining facilities are

dispersed to serve classroom houses and the shared spaces.
CONSTRUCTION/MATERIALS:

Load bearing concrete block walls are exposed to interior and
finished with split-face block on exterior.

Ninety percent of

the building is carpeted.
MECHANICAL:

The heating system, which is adaptable to the most economical
energy source available, uses a heat pump, with steam to generate
heat and, reversing the process, to air condition.

CRITIQUE:

The architects have done well to meet the critical demands of
budget, schedule and the educational program.

They have provided

near total flexbility of classrooms within each "house" and used
soft colors to lend some life and warmth to what otherwise may have
been rather austere spaces.

The compact, efficient plan yields a

single large mass, and the articulation of the stairwells seems
only a first step toward breaking down the institutional scale.
Likewise, the tiny courtyard by the art studio and patches of planting
along the building's perimeter seem mere token efforts to soften the
impact of the mass.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Nauset Regional High School

LOCATION:

Eastham, Massachusetts

USER VOLUME:

1100

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1972

ARCHITECTS:

The Architect's Collaborative

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM:

Departmental classroom instruction, Grades 9-12.

SITE:

A beautiful wooded area in the Cape Cod National Seashore
Park.

Tennis courts and four athletic fields to the north

of the school are surrounded by woodlands.
CONCEPT:

A modified campus plan in which the several buildings
orient on a pedestrian

DESIGN:

11

street

11
•

The classroom buildings are two stories high and have
no interior corridors.

Instead they a re entered at every

other bay from the pedestrian bridges and walks that cross
the central

11

street and link all the buildings.
11

Tremendous

flexibility has been accomplished in the classrooms allowing
for future changes in the educational program.

The gym ,

auditorium and cafeteria are all located in one wing allowing
for public use after school hours.
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CONSTRUCTION/MATERIALS:

Building frames are poured - in - place concrete, with red
cedar infill panels.

CRITIQUE:

The pedestrian street concept is a very positive one.

The

landscaping, bridges, and articulation of several separate
buildings all contribute to this very attractive space and
reinforce its human scale.

The open air circulation is an

energy conscious alternative, particularly desirable on such
a beautiful site.

The designers have taken full advantage

of pleasant vistas from a low key building that will not
mar them.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Manse Road Senior Public School

LOCATION:

Scarborough, Ontario

USER VOLUME:

665

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1971

ARCHITECTS:

Craig, Zeidler and Strong

CONCEPT:

A compact arrangement of classroom clusters around a
resource center.

DESIGN:

The three classroom clusters, even though open, can be
developed into compact, intimate teaching units.

The

architects felt they provide a more "human and interesting
environment for learning than a great room subdivided", as
in many open schools of the sixties.

There is no auditorium,

but the cafeteria, team teaching area, and music instruction
area all flow together as large spaces that may serve as such.
The boiler room and industrial arts rooms are isolated because
of noise.
CONSTRUCTION/MATERIALS:

The structure is a steel frame of open web joists and long span
joists supported on steel columns and spread footings.
walls are load bearing.
with brick outside.

Gym

Block walls are exposed inside, faced

Academic areas are carpeted.
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MECHANICAL:

Electric heating and cooling system uses radiant ceiling
panels supplemented with convectors and booster coils in
the air system.

CRITIQUE:

Because this school is a relatively small one, the architect
has achieved a compactness without sacrificing intimate scale.
Personal comfort is not as dependent on artificial ventilation,
as in some compact schemes.

The plans for expansion are well

integrated into the whole scheme, yet the building does not
seem incomplete without them.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

South Dearborn Community High School

LOCATION:

Aurora, Indiana

USER VOLUME:

1000 expansion to 1250

DATE OF COMPLETION:

1972

ARCHITECT:

James Associates, Inc.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM:

Emphasis on individual learning

SITE:

In a rural setting outside of town, the school sits atop a
hill.

Varied terrain falls naturally away from the building.

An existing brook was used to create a lake.

Athletic fields

are below the southern slope.
CONCEPT:

The central concept is a formal one.

The mass of the

school creates a high artificial crest on the existing
hil 1.

DESIGN:

Inside, the gym and media center are centrally located with
academic areas stepping down the slope in progressively lower
spaces.

Most areas are only partially enclosed by movable

partitions and benefit from the natural light provided by large
clerestories.

A wide interior street not only facilitates the

major horizontal circulation, but separates the strictly academic
spaces from those which may be opened to the conmunity after
school hours.
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CONSTRUCTION/MATERIALS:

Bearing walls of cast-in-place reinforced concrete carry a
roof structure of one-way cast-in-place beams supporting a
one-way structural slab.

Finish materials include panelized

plaster, carpeted and slate floors.

CRITIQUE:

The building's greatest success is its strong formal
statement, so appropriate to its site.

It is a bold departure

from school building traditions, that also stands aloof to
current trends.

All this would count for little were not the

interior also successful.

Yet the spaces within are well

organized, naturally lit and comfortable.

There is a visual

interaction between levels and adjacent spaces.

Parti cularly

pleasing is the subtle exterior articulation of the interior.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Tempe Municipal Building

LOCATION:

Tempe, Arizona

ARCHITECT:

Michael and Kemper Goodwin

SOLAR PROTECTION:

This is an all glass building in a desert climate, yet
it constitutes a valid response to its environment.

The

exterior walls slanted at 45 degrees, are finished with
heat absorbing glass which provides panaramic views
without excessive heat gain.

The angle of the walls

reduces the sun's angle of incidence, thereby cutting
reflection and maximizing absorpsion.

Space immediately

inside the sloping walls is useless as office space,
but valuable as a solar buffer zone.

Here the heat that

does reach the interior (through direct radiation or
reradiation from the heat absorbing glass) is isolated and
carried away by the air handling system.

Draperies further

isolate the solar heat, so that only 18 percent of the
available solar heat reaches the occupied part of the building.
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Return air

Solar drape
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

N.C. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Headquarters

LOCATION:

Between Durham and Chapel Hill, N. C.

ARCHITECT:

Ode 11 Associates

SOLAR PROTECTION:

The building shape is a rhomboid, or a three dimensional
parallelogram.
and west.

Its walls lean at 45 degrees to the south

It is similar in intent to the Tempe Municipal

Building but uses reflective rather than heat absorbant
glass to minimize solar gain.

As a result the designer,

David Ramseur, was able to employ what he says may be the
"simplest mechanical system in the state".
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Benedictine Monastery Warehouse

LOCATION:

Albequerque, New Mexico

ARCHITECT:

Steve Baer, Zomeworks

SOLAR HEATING:

This building employes two passive solar techniques:
indirect gain.

direct and

The large window areas on the south facade permit

direct gain in the massive masonry walls and concrete floor slab.
The indirect gain system uses 138 steel drums in two rows behind
south facing glass.

The outside ends of the drums are painted black

to increase heat absorption.

The heated water then reradiates warmth

to the building's interior. · Operable vents are placed in the interior
walls allowing cool air to flow back to the warm drums.
air then rises into the inhabited spaces.

The warmed

Reflectors and moveable

insulation are also used to optimize the systems performance.
back-up electrical heating system has seen little use.

The
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

Pitkin County Air Terminal

LOCATION:

Aspen, Colorado

ARCHITECT:

Copland, Hagman, and Yaw

SOLAR HEATING:

This design combines a very simple direct gain system with very
sophisticated shading and insulating devices.

Heat is collected

through abundant southern glazing and clerestories and absorbed by
interior thermal mass.

The five inch thick concrete slab floor and

solid block walls reradiate collected heat at night.

The southern

windows can be both sha·ded and insulated by styrofoam beads which
can be blown between plates of glass.

When no longer needed, they

can be sucked back out of the cavity.

The clerestories can be sealed

by freon-powered louvers containing five inches of insulation.

These

aluminum sheathed louvers also prevent unwanted solar gain in the
summer.

Earth berms are used to insulate the north walls.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT:

St. George's County Secondary School

LOCATION:

Wallasey, England (near Liverpool)

ARCHITECT:

Emslie A. Morgan

SOLAR HEATING:

This building, completed in 1962, is one of the earliest
contemporary examples of a direct gain system beyond residential
scale.

The north wall and interior partitions are made of 9 inch

brick.

The roofs and floors are of concrete 7-10 inches in

thickness .

All this masonry serves to absorb, store and reradiate

heat gained through the essentially transparent south wall.

That

wall consists of two sheets of glass; the outside layer clear
and the inside translucent.

The translucent glass diffuses the

light so that all interior surfaces receive its heat somewhat
uniformly.

The south wall admits enough solar energy to supply

roughly fifty percent of the building's heating needs.

The remaining

fifty percent is supplied by electrical lights and the students.
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Building Site

SITE SELECTION
A rural site in southern Oconee County has been chosen for
Westminster-Oakway High School.

This property was selected by the

school board primarily on the basis of its location.

It is about

midway between Westminster and Oakway and central to the whole area
to be served.

It fronts on S.C. Highway 24, the major link between

the two communities.

Within half a mile is the intersection of 24 with

the other major highway through the area, U.S. 11.

The site is,

therefore, accessible and convenient to the residents of both towns
and the surrounding rural population.
The availability of utilities was also considered.
are readily available along S.C. 24.

Water and electricity

Sewage lines were expected to be

extended from Westminster's system to the immediate vicinity before
starting school construction.

Buried telephone cables are located on

a secondary road immediately west of the site, as well as along S.C. 24.
Since high schools usually require about 30 acres of land plus one acre
31
per hundred pupils, a school for 1500 would require about 45 acres.
This site of sixty acres was found to be adequate.
were also acceptable.
31

C.E.F.P., p. F-10.

The moderate slopes

Other desirable features of the site were its
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quiet, clean rural setting, good drainage and soil condition,
attractive views and wooded acres.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The property is roughly triangular.

The long side is the western

frontage along the narrowly paved secondary road.
north-east boundary.

S.C. 24 forms the

From the eastern corner the property line runs

south-west to meet the side road.
The highest points of the site are along the S.C. 24 frontage.

From

this side the property slopes moderately to the south and west, then
drops steeply to the small creek near the southern corner.

This lowest

area into which the site drains, is thickly covered in brush and small
evergreens.

Most of the rest of the site has been cleared for planting

corn.
There are several existing structures.

A two story farm house stands

at the northern most corner where the secondary road meets S.C. 24.
This old home and its surrounding barns and sheds are badly decayed.
This corner is well shaded by a number of large handsome hardwoods.
Two other houses, small delapidated shacks, stand along the narrow
side road.
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From the higher points, near the highway, there are broad views
of rolling foothills to the south.

In the center of the property,

these views are screened by the wooded area.

Only a few nearby

structures are visible from anywhere on the site.

Two houses, one

a new single story brick home; the other, an older wood frame house,
are remotely visible on the property to the east.
is a large metal-sided barn, just across 24.

The closest building

Only from the north corner

can one see a few other widely spaced farm houses along the highway.
There is no visual contact between the property and U.S. 11.
any traffic noise from it audible on the site.
carries little traffic.
views on to the site.

Nor is

S.C. 24 presently

Only from that road are there any public
The secondary road to the west gives access to

only three resid~nces, then dead ends.

Overall, the view, the trees,

and the pastoral surroundings should make an inviting and comfortable
setting for the new school.
SITE ANALYSIS

The northern area of the property offers the best location for the school
building.

It is the highest area, offering the best views, and has the

strongest relationship to Highway 24.

It is there, also, that the slopes

are most moderate, and utilities are most convenient.

The eastern corner

offers some good qualities, but there, the building would be unnecessarily
close to the neighboring homes.
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None of the existing structures are of a kind, or in good enough
condition, to be reused in the school facility.

After they are

removed, the north corner of the site, with its large shade trees,
could be developed as an outdoor gathering space for students.

The

area immediately adjacent to this would be an ideal position for the
building mass.
Parking could be concentrated to the west and east of the building.
It would then be accessible from both 24 and the side road.

The

county has agreed to improve the side road and fill an existing cattle
underpass if required.
Athletic fields would best be located to the south, so that the
building would be the primary image presented to the highway.

Parking

placed as indicated would then serve the school building and the athleti c
events equally well.
The steepest areas of the site are those along the water draws and
small creek.

To preserve the vegetation and drainage, this area would

best be left natural.
The site's potential would be best realized in a scheme employing this
basic arrangement of elements: 1) the building near the north corner of the
property, 2) the parking around it, and 3) athleti c fields to the south.
The wooded areas, approximately one fourth of the s ite, could be preserved.
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General Design
Considations

The general objective in planning West-Oak High School will be
a well-functioning, easily maintained facility to meet the
various needs of the academic programs, the student body, and
certain community uses.

Outlined below are some of the areas

requiring speciaJ consideration.
Safety - Personal safety of students is of primary importance .
Pedestrian and vehicular traffic must not intersect wherever
avoidable.

A special drop-off area for school buses shall be

separate from automobile drop-off.

Service vehicles should be

excluded from both drop-off areas.
Standards of structural and fire safety must be met.

Corridors

should be clear of all projections (doors, drinking fountains,
lockers, HVAC equipment should all be recessed).

Ramps are

generally preferable to stairs for small level changes indoors
or outside.
Energy Conservation - Energy conservation mu st be considered in
every stage of building design, from defining and orienting the
building mass to choosing materials.

A number of very compact

and windowless schools have been built in the interest of efficient
HVAC operation.

This approach assumes that fossil fuel derived
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energy will always be available and affordable.

A more

satisfactory solution would be one which strikes a balance
between the need for efficient HVAC operation and the ability
to do without HVAC in all but the most extreme weather.

Most

spaces will be designed to benefit from passive solar heating
and natural ventilation.
Lighting - Artificial lighting should be flexible and efficient.
Classroom spaces should not be fully dependent on artificial light,
but should have some windows.

These must be located and designed

so as not to interfere with audio-visual presentations or produce
glare problems.
HVAC - The school should be designed so that it may be efficiently
heated, cooled, and ventilated by artificial means.

The nature of

the design may dictate HVAC zones according to orientation, exposure
and use of spaces.

Some spaces, including the gymnasium and audi-

torium, should be zoned on separate systems for after hours use.
To avoid total dependence upon mechanical systems, most spaces will
be designed to be reasonably confortable in all but extreme weather,
by means of solar heat gain and natural ventilation.
Acoustics - Noise must be contained and controlled throughout the
school.

Particularly noisy spaces, such as the band and chorus
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rooms and the dining comnons, must be isolated from quieter
academic areas.

The auditorium and gymnasium involve special

acoustics problems that must be solved appropriately.

All

sound absorbing surfaces should be durable rather than soft.
Modular Planning - Always desirable in schools, because of the
numerous similar classrooms, modular planning is especially
important to West-Oak s design.
1

Since it serves as a prototype

to two more facilities, any economies that could be realized by
pre-fabrication of modular components would be tripled.
Flexibility - Educational programs should determine their facility;
yet, too often facilities have determined educational programs.
Long-term flexibility is necessary throughout the school building
so that it may accommodate changing needs.

Short-term flexibility,

as is afforded by movable partitions, is needed in many areas.

This

allows for immediate accommodation of smaller or larger than usual
groupings.

Some departments will make extensive use of team

teaching, individual study, and AV presentations.

A recent trend

in school planning is to offer substantial short-term flexibility
within the various departments.
the limits of each department.

More permanent walls may define
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Student Mobility - Circulation patterns through the school should
be reasonably direct and efficient, but not at the expense of
student interaction.

Students enjoy moving between classes, and

circulation paths should take them through a variety of spaces
which encourage social exchanges.

Students should encounter a

maximum number of their peers, yet congestion must be avoided.
Special unprogrammed spaces should be provided to accommodate
such meetings.

Banks of lockers and small areas for display of

student work could also meet this need.
Community Use - The design of the high school should allow
community use of certain spaces after school hours.

Those spaces

include the gymnasium and locker rooms, the auditorium, the food
service/commons, and a few classrooms.

It is important that the

rest of the school remain secure during after house use.

Those

secure areas include the academic classrooms and labs, the educational media center, study hall, administration/guidance suite,
all labs and classrooms in the home economics, office occupations,
and vocational areas, and any other spaces that need not be
accessible during a particular event.
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Preliminary
Code Analysis

The design for West -Oak High School shall meet all requirements
of the Standard Building Code.

In applying the code, all

buildings must be classified by the nature of their occupancy
to determine allowable areas and heights and allowable construction
types.

The allowable areas and heights will vary according to the

rated fire resistance of the type of construction employed.
Briefly, the construction types are defined as follows:
Type I - all structural elements of non-combustible materials.
Exterior walls, int. bearing walls and columns are
rated for four hours resistance.
Type II - all structural elements of non-combustible materials.
Exterior walls, int. bearing walls and columns are rated
for three hours resistance.
Type III - Heavy timber construction.
Type IV - all structural elements of non-combustible materials,
rated one hour if

11

protected 11 , no rating if "unprotected".

Type V - all exterior walls, int. bearing walls of non-combustible
materials; floors, roofs, int. partitions of wood, rated
one hour if

11

protected 11 , no rating if

11

unprotected 11 •

Type VI - wood frame construction, rated one hour is
no rating if

11

unprotected 11 •

11

protected",
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Most of the school will be classified as a Class E (educational)
occupancy.

The structure housing such spaces as classrooms, labs,

and offices, and the educational media center may be of Types I
or II construction without limit to area or significant limit to
height.

Types IV or V might be employed within certain limitations.

Since the gymnasium will have a capacity of 2000 people, it is
classed as a Class A (large assembly) occupancy and must be of
Types I or II construction.

There is no limit to area and no

significant limit to height.
The auditorium will be designed to seat 750 with as many as 130
people on stage.

As long as there is no working stage (ie. flyloft

and gridiron), it shall be classed as a Class A (small assembly)
occupancy.

The band room, dining/commons, and study hall will

likewise be classed small assembly.

These spaces may be designed

as Types I or II construction with no limit to area and no significant limit to height.

Other types might be employed within

limits.
The building design shall meet all code requirements for structural
and life safety including:

the number, location, and size of fire

exits; protection of vertical openings; and protection of wall
openings.

Where two or more classes of occupancies are contained
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in one building mass, separation requirements will be met
with appropriate fire walls.
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Designing
for the
Handicapped

In accordance with federal and state guidelines, all spaces
shall be accessible to the handicapped.

The auditorium,

gymnasium, and study hall will have appropriate places for
positioning wheel chairs.

Two percent of total parking spaces

on the property will be reserved for the handicapped and be at
least 12 feet 6 inches wide.
Ramps will be used in small level changes.
ramps will be 1 in 12 (8.33%).

Maximum incline of

In long ramps intermediate

horizontal landings must be provided every 30 ft.
will be less than 42 in. wide.
between consecutive doors.

No corridor

There must be 6 ft. 6 in. minimum

Stairs shall have rounded nosings.

Handrails will be 2 ft. 8 in. above nosings and extend 1 ft. 6 in.
beyond the first and last step.
Handicapped ac~essible toilets shall be provided as follows:
1 per sex per floor or 2% of total fixtures , which ever is greater.
All toilet rooms equipped for the handicapped shall be easily
accessible for and have ample room for turning wheelchairs.
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Activities
Analysis

To a large extent this "Activities Analysis" and the
"Quantitative Program" which follows are based upon "Educational
Specifications - Oconee County School Building Program" prepared
by Educational Research Associates, Inc. of Kno xville, Tennessee.
John H. Tunstall, Ed. D., president of that firm, has graciously
permitted my use of that document as a reference.
Administrative/Guidance/Clinic - Administration will be decentralized.

The principal will be located in the main office area.

The

offices of the vice-principal and assistant principal will be
located elsewhere in the school to supervise the commons, hallways,
restrooms, and bus loading.

The administration area will be adjacent

to the lobby to receive visitors.

A waiting area, secretarial

space, mail distribution, faculty lounge, conference room, bookkeepers office, and various workrooms and storage rooms are needed.
The student council room and book room should be near the viceprincipal.

Also, an in-house suspension room will provide for

instruction of unruly students.

All these spaces should be self-

enclosed.
The guidance program is primarily for one-on -one counseling of
students, but also involves testing, parent conferences, and record
keeping.

A reception area will also serve as display area for
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magazines and brochures on career education opportunities.
One secretary/receptionist will work in this area.

Offices will

be provided for guidance counselors and the registrar.
share a conference room with administration.

They will

All offices should

be separately enclosed.
The clinic will offer temporary care of ill students.

The nurses'

station should be visible from the administrative secretary space,
but have separate entry.

Private cot rooms for each sex are

needed.
Food Service - The commons area will be used not only for dining,
but also for class meetings, club meetings, PTA groups and other
student and community acti vi ti es.

It should afford after hours

use without violating the security of other spaces.

The dining

area shall not serve as the school lobby, but should be nearby.
The commons will have the capacity to seat about one third of the
ultimate enrollment.

Associated with the kitchen area are serving

space, storage rooms, dishwashing space, management office, employees'
toilets and lockers.

There will also be a supply receiving dock,

and screened areas for can washing and garbage disposal.
Special Education - This program meets the needs of mentally
handicapped and disabled children.

Several self-contained classrooms
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for the emotionally handicapped and educable mentally handicapped
should be located near the pre-vocational department (not near
academic areas).

Associated with these classrooms will be teacher

offices and outdoor terraces.

Resource rooms and adjacent offices

will be dispersed among the academic departments.

They will serve

students who benefit from mainstreaming, but will receive special
help in areas of deficiency.
Educational Media Center - The EMC will accommodate independent
study, recreational reading, research projects, materials production,
viewing and listening activities for individuals and small groups,
and video production and editing.

This is the heart of the academic

areas and is also closely associated with the study hall.
and reading areas may be an open space.

The stacks

The office, conference room,

storage, studio and related spaces should be separately enclosed.
The EMC area should seat about 10% of the student body.
Language Arts - This curriculum includes courses in English, reading,
speech, drama, journalism, etc.

Activities include independent study,

large and small group instruction, pupil conferences, AV presentations,
and cooperative teacher planning.

Classrooms should be enclosed,

but short term flexibility, as by folding partitions, is needed for
at least some of the classrooms.

Associated spaces include the
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reading lab, journalism room (adjacent to lab), newspaper/
literary magazine room, annual room, and teacher planning
space.
Social Studies - Activities include lectures, games, films,
role-playing, guest speakers, video tape programs, independent
study and small and large group instruction.
is needed.

Much flexibility

This is one of the noiser academic areas, so sound

must be controlled.

The Social Studies program needs, then,

clusters of classrooms enclosed by easily demountable, but
acoustically absorbing partitions.
Foreign Language - Activities include dialogues, language
drills, poster projects, musical groups, and role playing
situations.

There will be much use of audio-visual aids.

Since much foreign language instruction is oral and aural,
these classrooms and labs should be more closely associated
with Social Studies than Language Arts.
room for independent study.

There will be a resource

Teacher planning may be located

with Social Studies.
Mathematics - The math program ranges from basic math to
advanced algebra and pre-calculus.

Advanced classes will use

a computer room with up to ten terminals.

There will also be a
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special math lab and math library.

Classrooms shall be

self-contained, but flexibility is needed to accommodate
lectures, independent study, and team teaching.
Science - Science courses include general/physical science,
biology, chemistry, physics and environmental studies.

There

will be lectures, AV presentations, teacher demonstrations,
and much use of charts, models, and specimens.
future, desk top computers may be employed.

In the near

Laboratory and

lecture areas need not be separated by partitions.

Each room,

then, might have lecture space at one end, lab space at the other.
Physical Education - The gymnasium will be used for sports
events as well as PE classes.

During classes, as -many as eighty

students will participate in indoor sports.

During events,

fold out seating should accommodate as many as 2000 spectators.
Balcony seating, if employed, should also fold out to accommodate
wrestling and gymnastics.

Associated with the gym will be a lobby

shared with the auditorium, an officials room, locker and dressing
areas, PE supply rooms, varsity locker rooms, basketball supply
room, shower facilities, restrooms, training room, storage and
instructors offices.

Outdoor playing fields will be planned for

football practice, band pr actice, baseball, softball, soccer,
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tennis, volleyball, basketball, and a stadium for football
games and track and field events.

Future locker and dressing

spaces for football and other outdoor sports and storage for
outdoor sports will be accommodated in a field house adjacent
to the stadium.

Health and drivers education classes are closely

associated with the PE department.
Jr . ROTC - This curriculum provides basic military instruction.
Activities include rifle and drill team competition, . rifle club,
color guard and field trips.

The lecture room will be an open

space to accommodate up to 100 cadets for both lecture and demonstration.

Associated spaces include arms storage, locker room,

training aids storage and office and supply area and an outdoor
rifle range.

This space should be near the drivers ed and PE

department, the stadium and parking lot.
Music/Art/Auditorium - The auditorium will seat 750 plus 130
performers on stage.

The band room will seat 120-130 pupils .

The choral room should accommodate 75-100 pupils.

Both should be

treated to contain the sound and both should have access to the
auditorium backstage.

Associated with the band room are instrument

and uniform storage rooms, instrument repair room, office/music
library, and small practice rooms.

Associated with the choral room
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are a practice room, recording control room, office/music
library, and storage space.

The auditorium and music areas

should be planned for after hours use.
The art department may be housed in one large studio.
ceramics kiln and much storage are needed.

A

A classroom,

smaller than the studio, might be shared with other programs.
Vocational Agriculture and Horticulture - The horticulture
program will need a large combined lab and classroom with
associated storage and office/library.

The basic agriculture

program will be accommodated in a large shop, a separate
classroom, associated storage, and an office/library.

Horti-

culture and agriculture will share a lath house for growing
evergreens.

A greenhouse will be shared with the pre-vocational

department.
Pre-Vocational - This department offers introduction to a number
of occupational skills.

The pre-vocational laboratory will have

large shop facilities for mechanical drawing, woodworking, metal
working, auto mechanics, masonry, electricity, welding, ceramics,
graphic arts and photography.

Flexibility is extremely important.

Associated spaces include supply room, tool room, classroom, office/
library and darkroom.

Outside access is necessary.
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Office Occupations - This department shall include lab spaces
for courses in typing, accounting, record keeping, shorthand,
business courses, etc.

These labs should be self contained.

The whole department should be near administration.

Associated

spaces include teacher offices and business machine room.
Home Economics - This curriculum includes courses from homemaking
and nutrition to parenting and child development.

Laboratories

with adjacent walk-in storage will accommodate activities in
food preparation, and sewing.

Associated spaces are fitting rooms,

restrooms, a laundry, classrooms and an office.
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Quantitative
Program

ADMINISTRATION

SQ. FT.

Lobby .

Flexible in size and shape

Waiting

200

Secretaries .

300

Mail

100

Workroom

. 150

Computer

60

Records Vault

100

Book Room . .

500

Teacher's Lounge

8.00

Conference

400

Principal 's Office

175

Bookkeeping Office

. 125

Vice Principal.

. 150

In-House Suspension

800

Student Council Room

200

Assistant Principal .

150

>

Separate by work counter

>

Adjacent to secretaries

Near bookkeeper

Shared w/ guidance

Locate in academic area

>

Near vice principal
Near bus loading

CUSTODIAL
Dispersed through school

Custodial Closets
Central Receiving Supply

500

At service/delivery area
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CUSTODIAL (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

Custodial Toilet

175

Outdoor Storage.

400+

GUIDANCE
Waiting/Display.

300

Secretary. . . .

100

Guidance Offices

3@ 120

Registrar's Office

150

Conference . . .
Records/Storage

Shared w/ administration
150

CLINIC
Nurse's Station.

75

Exam . . . . .

150

Boy's Cot Area

80

Girl's Cot Area

80

FOOD SERVICE
Production Kitchen

1400

Walk-In Cooler .

84

Walk - In Freezer

128

Dry Storage. . .

500
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FOOD SERVICE (Cont'd.)
Non-Food Service

SQ. FT.

40

Serving Area

500

Dishwashing

350

Dining/Commons

5000

Manager's Office

75

Restrooms . . . .

2@ 75
@ Service yard

Screened Can-Washing
Garbage Disposal
Dock Area. . . .
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EMH Classroom.

SQ. FT.

>

EH Classroom.

800
800

Resource Rooms

.9@ 400

Disperse in academic areas

Offices.

.9@ 150

w/ resource rooms

Near pre-vocational

STUDY HALL
One Room.

. . . . . . . 3000

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA CENTER
Stacks/Reading

5000

AV Room . . . .

300

Near E.M.C.
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EDUCATIONAL MEDIA CENTER (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

AV Storage . . .

500

Librarian Office

180

Work Room . .

240

Periodicals.

120

Conference .

300

Media Production

240

ETV-TV Studio.

400

LANGUAGE ARTS
Classrooms

.17@ 800

Journalism

800

Reading Lab.

800

Newspaper/Literary Mag.

300

Annual . . . . .

300

Teacher Planning

400

Library . . . . .

200

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Classrooms . .
Resource Room
Teacher Planning

3@ 800
600

Shared w/ social studies
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Classrooms

SQ. FT.

10 @ 800

Psychology Lab

800

Teacher Planning

600

Library . . .

200

>

Shared w/ foreign language

MATHEMATICS
Classrooms

9@ 800

Math Lab

800

Computer Room

800

Teacher Planning

800

Library.

200

>

Shared w/ science

SCIENCE
Labs . .

8@ 1200

Prep. & Storage

8@ 200

Darkroom . . . .

75

Shared w/ math

Teacher Planning
HEALTH & P.E.
Lobby.

6000+

Gym

6820

.

Flexible in size and shape Shared w/ auditorium
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HEALTH & P.E. (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

Seating for 2000

6000

Officials Room.

100

Public Restrooms

2@ 400

Boys' P.E. Lockers/Showers

1500

Girls' P.E. Lockers/Showers

1500

Basketball Lockers/Showers

550

Girl 's Basketba 11.

550

P.E. Storage .

500

Chair Storage

100

Custodial.

75

Laundry.

200

Training Room

100

Weight Room . .

800

Multi-Purpose

2000

Men's Offices & W.C.

2@ 120

Women's Offices & W.C.

2@ 120

Driver's Ed . . . . . .

900

JR. ROTC
Lecture

900

Arms Storage

180

Shared w/ auditorium
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JR. ROTC (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

Lockers . .

540

AV Storage

200

Office/Supply

450

MUSIC
Band Room

2500

Instrument Stor.

375

Uniform Storage

120

Office/Library

125

Practice Rooms.

2@ 75

Chorus

1200

Recording Room

100

Choral Office/Library

125

ART
Studio 1.

2400

Studio 2.

1200

Storage .

350+

AUDITORIUM
Seating for 750

7500
Shared w/ gym

Lobby
Stage

2000

100

AUDITORIUM (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

Backstage . .

Near band & chorus rooms

Prop. Storage

600

Dressing Rooms

2@ 150

Public Restrooms

Shared w/ gymnasium

VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE & HORT.
Ag. Shop

2800

Ag. Tool Room

120

Ag. Storage .

50

Ag. Classroom

750

Ag. Classroom Star.

50

Ag. Office/Library

150

Washroom.

100

Hort. Lab

1200

Ho rt. Tool Room

180

Hort. Storage .

100

Hort. Office/Library

150

Greenhouse

1800+

PRE-VOCATIONAL
Lab . . .

2400

Tool Room

100

Shared w/ pre-voe.
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PRE-VOCATIONAL

SQ. FT.

Supply

200

Supply

100

Classroom

800

Office/Library

180

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
Typing Labs. .

2@ 1200

Business Math

1200

Shorthand

1200

Machines Room
Office .

300
4@ 180

HOME ECONOMICS
Labs & Storage

2@ 1600

Dressing Rooms

2@ 100

Classrooms

2@ 800

Planning

300

SUMMARY
Administration

4210

Custodial.

1075

Guidance

1060

Clinic .

385

Adaptable as darkroom
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SUMMARY (Cont'd.)

SQ. FT.

Food Service .

8227

Special Education

6550

Study Hall

3000

.

Educational Media Ctr.

7340

Language Arts . .

.16,400

Foreign Language

3000

Social Studies

9600

Mathematics.

9800

Science.

.11,275

p. E••

.28,975

Jr. ROTC

2270

Music

4695

Art.

3950
.10,400

Auditorium
Agriculture & Hort.

7450

Pre-Vocational

3780

Office Occupations

5640

Home Economics

5300

.

Total Programmed

154,382
X

Estimated Total Building
Space . .
Total Space as Designed Approximate .

1.5

231,573
256,000

Design Solution
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Description

The design for West-Oak High School was planned with a central
circulation spine.

At one end of that spine are gathered those

spaces which will accommodate community and after school hours
uses.

These are generally extra-curricular activities, those

involving the largest numbers of people, and those generating the
most noise.

At the opposite end of the spine is the Educational

Media Center.
school program.

It also represents the opposite extreme in the
The tenuous relationship of these two program

components generates an activities-based hierarchy for arranging
the other architectural elements.

The physical proximity of all

the learning spaces to the E.M.C. or the auditorium/gymnasium block
is determined by their programmatic kinship to those two extremely
different functions.
The learning spaces are of two basic types:

classrooms and laboratories.

These have been collected into six academic "houses", each accommodating
one academic department or two closely associated departments.
three "houses" closest to the E.M.C. are classroom wings.

The

The remaining

three contain labs.
The paramount decision in designing a school building concerns the
planning of the learning spaces.

The progran1 for West-Oak High School
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called for some variety in the size of these spaces and the degree
of short-term flexibility they should afford.
classroom wing was adopted as a basic approach.

The double-loaded
It offers advantages

of economy, efficient circulation, and natural light and ventilation
in each space.

The larger spaces required for Science, Vocational,

Home Economics and Office Occupations labs have been accommodated
in similar wings with larger bays.

Short-term flexibility has been

afforded by folding partitions between classrooms.

Increased flexi-

bility has been attained for upper level classrooms in clusters of
four.

This allows larger groups of students to be comfortably assembled.

When the partitions are opened, the resultant four classroom space
duplicates the plan proportions of a single classroom.
These six wings are long on the east-west axis, spaced well apart, and
stepped up and down the sloping site to n1aximize southern exposure.
They are oriented 15° east of south to increase early morning heat gain.
All wings of the school building are to be divided into HVAC zones
according to orientation.
to gain cross ventilation.
venetian blinds.
presentations.

Operable windows and transoms are employed
Solar control is afforded by metal exterior

When closed, the blinds will facilitate audio/visual
When the school is unoccupied, the closed blinds will

afford improved security.
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The community use activities are housed in a two story building
mass at the south end of the spine.
trated on the upper level.

The upper commons serves as lobby to

both the gymnasium and auditorium.
commons level.

Public circulation is concen-

The dining area is at the lower

Other student spaces; band and chorus rooms and

locker rooms are likewise situated at the lower level for convenience
to the stage, gym floor and the outdoors.

The two story greenhouse,

which contains the elevator, serves both the building and the academic
progam.

It is a source of heat as well as a space for experimentation

by horticulture and vocational students.
West-Oak High School is expected to accommodate an initial enrollment
of 1100 students.

Ulitmate enrollment is projected as 1500 students.

It has been designed so that construction might be phased, allowing
the facility to grow with the enrollment.

The classroom and lab wings

might be initially built to half or three-quarters of their final length.
The design of West-Oak High ties together the very diverse school functions
with a circulation spine comprised of short links between nodes.

The

connecting nodes along the spine progress in size to introduce spatial
variety and to express the increase of building scale toward the large
group activities of the auditorium, commons and gym.

The total building

scheme is highly articulated to express the semi-autonomy of the var"iou s
academic

11

houses

11

and maintain a near- residential building scale.
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